
Phonetic Dominos
Sets 1-4

Level 2: Four to Six Letter Phonetic Words
 



 

1. Print out dominos on cardstock.  Laminate for durability. Separate into 4 
    different sets.

2. Model for the child how to complete the work.  Show child how to find the 
    beginning domino (it has a starburst on the left side of the domino piece). Say 
    your thoughts aloud as you say the name of the image and then sound out 
    some of the words. Pronounce the words slowly, try to isolate beginning 
    sounds and model for child how to narrow down your search for the correct 
    word by first locating words that have the same beginning sound as the 
    image. Think "aloud" as you determine which words are not the name of the 
    image and slide them to the side until you find the correct word that names 
    the image.

3. Show the child how you can make different patterns with the dominos on the 
    workspace while connecting the correct word to the correct image.

4. There are 4 sets of dominos included in this download with 14 dominos in 
    each set. there are 56 total dominos in this download. 

*For a variation of the activity:  You can divide the dominos among several children and
the children have to work together to find the matching dominos and connect the
correct image to the correct word on a shared workspace.
  

Directions for Blue Level Phonetic Dominos
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truck

lift black

pull plum

bill clock

hand ramp

bend sand

lamp well
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plant

stamp hall

bull gift

bell ball

track golf

sill doll

call rack
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flip

pack stem

drip disk

sack ribbon

list neck

sick jacket

button letter
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drum

mend pumpkin

helmet sandal

wagon 7 number

basket ladder

banana rabbit

racket muffin
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